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Contending cultures of counterterrorism: 

transatlantic divergence or convergence? 

W N R S AND RIC ARD J. ALDRIC  

The July 2005 terrorist attac s in the United ingdom have refocused attention 
on the threat from Islamic e tremists. Parallels have been dra n ith the attac s 
on adrid in 2004 and the 9/ iI attac s on the United States. et the attac s 
also underline the differing circumstances and responses that characteri e the 
e periences of urope on the one hand, and the United States on the other. 
This article elucidates these differences and see s to place them ithin the 
broader conte t of historically determined strategic cultures. 

The attac s occurred in a very different conte t in the U  and Spain to 
those in the United States. The t o uropean countries have long e perience 
of fighting a serious domestic terrorist menace, hile the US had no such 
history. The presence of si eable uslim populations at home as a factor in 
the uropean attac s, again in contrast to the United States. Prior to 2003, 
most uropean countries ere seen as indifferent supporters of American 
policy in the iddle ast and ere not identified by Islamists as main sources 
of aggression against uslims around the orld. 

The responses to the attac s illustrated the remar able gulf in strategic culture 
bet een the t o sides of the Atlantic. The US declared a global ar on terror- 
ism  and directed the full resources of a national security  approach to ards the 
threat posed by a ne  terrorism . Overseas policy has been shaped by the 
identification of a ne us lin ing international terrorism, eapons of mass 
destruction (WD ) and states of concern . At home the US has underta en 
ma or changes to its governmental structure, tightened controls at points of 
entry into the country, granted greater po ers to its la  enforcement officers 
and courts, and overhauled its intelligence and security agencies. 

In contrast, urope has conceived the problem differently. It has conceptu- 
ali ed radical Islam in less absolute terms, and accordingly its approach to 
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counterterrorism has emphasi ed regional multilateralism  rather than global 
unilateralism . uropean countries  military forces have attempted to encourage 
peace eeping, reconstruction and security sector reform as ell as parta ing in 
gruelling counterinsurgency operations. Their foreign policies have continued 
to emphasi e the containment of ris , consensus-building and balance of po er. 
Domestically, legal changes relating to surveillance and civil rights have been 
less s eeping, hile the enhancements to internal security architecture have 
been more modest. Underpinning this different approach is not only a uro- 
pean desire to dra  on some of the lessons from decades of counterterrorism, 
but also a gro ing conviction that the ne ness  of the threat posed by Al- aeda 
has been e aggerated. The implications of these divergent cultures for the 
future of the relationship bet een urope and the United States are enormous. 

Since the spring of 2005 there has been evidence that the US is moving 
closer to the uropean position by adopting a ne  strategy of counterterrorism 
and see ing greater multilateral engagement. In arch, the National Security 
Council (NSC) began a revie  of US national policy designed to address a more 
diffuse  terrorism, and a ne  national security presidential decision directive 
on counterterrorism is e pected before the end of the year.  ean hile the 
Pentagon adopted a ne  strategic plan that emphasi ed non-military instru- 
ments and more cooperation ith allies.2 In bureaucratic terms, the arrival of 
Condolee a Rice at the State Department has had a catalytic effect, accelerating 
this change. To hat e tent do these developments presage a more convergent 
transatlantic approach to international terrorism? This article suggests that hile 
strategic doctrines may change, the less mutable nature of strategic culture ill 
ma e convergence difficult. oreover, hile some officials have begun to 
identify the shape of current problems more accurately, their elusive nature 
means that neither urope nor America yet has convincing ans ers. 

Strategic cultures 

Strategic culture  remains an ill-defined and under-used concept. Its use must 
be accompanied by an ac no ledgement of its limitations, accepting that even 
among political sociologists, ideas such as culture  remain contested.3 Strategic 
culture is based on the understanding that states are predisposed by their 
historical e periences, political systems and cultures to deal ith security issues 
in a particular ay. Other factors, such as its level of technological develop- 
ment, may influence a state s strategic choices, but its preferences ill be shaped 
most strongly by its past. These institutional memories ill help to determine 

I Susan . lasser, Revie  may shift terror policies , Washington Post, 29 ay 2005. 
2 The Pentagon document finali ed in arch as entitled the National ilitary Strategic Plan for the 

War on Terrorism  see Linda Robinson, Plan of attac : the Pentagon has a secret ne  strategy for 
ta ing on terrorists-and ta ing them do n , US Ne s and World Report, I Aug. 2005. 

3 Lucian Pye, Culture and political science: problems in the evaluation of the concept of political 
culture , Social Science uarterly 53, I9 2, pp. 285-96. 
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ho  threats are perceived as ell as conditioning the li ely responses.4 Officials 
uic ly absorb the unspo en norms associated ith a strategic culture, hich 

may be as important in ruling out policy options deemed inappropriate  as 
they are in determining the precise nature of paths ta en.5 

The idea of a strategic culture or strategic personality has been most closely 
connected ith defence issues and above ith all ar-fighting problems.6 
Caroline iem e, one of the first to ma e use of this approach, has suggested 
that it is about a state s self-conception, mediated though the historical e peri- 
ence of its past conflicts. istorical e perience and strategic culture are often 
connected though a process of reasoning by analogy. Decision-ma ers tend to 
focus strongly on the commanding heights of their past strategic e perience, 
navigating in terms of ma or episodes hich are regarded as successes or failures.  
These seminal e periences have burned themselves deeply into the national 
psyche and have significant unconscious meaning.8 unich and Sue , more 
recently Vietnam and Somalia-perhaps soon Afghanistan and Ira -are all 
e amples of hat Dan Reiter has called the eight of the shado  of the past .9 

It is difficult to apply the concept of strategic culture to international terror- 
ism because the latter phenomenon crosses a number of established boundaries. 
irst, international terrorism blurs the boundaries bet een e ternal security 

and internal security: the perpetrators may originate abroad but commit acts of 
violence against citi ens in the homelands of their targets. Second, state 
responses are li ely to be mi ed, ranging from the use of force against the 
sources of terrorism to increasing internal security measures such as la  
enforcement and udicial action.?0 

Nevertheless, the classical literature on counterterrorism does identify, at least 
in outline, typologies of state response to terrorism. Traditional ays of address- 
ing terrorism might be grouped into three broad categories: first, military-led 
approaches focused on a mi ture of pre-emption, deterrence and retribution  
second, regulatory or legal- udicial responses that see  to enhance the criminal 

4 A. Johnston, Thin ing about strategic culture , International Security I9: 4, Spring I995, pp. 32-64  J. 
Snyder, The Soviet strategic culture: implications for nuclear options (Santa onica, CA: RAND, I9 ). 

5 rrol eidinger, Regulatory culture: a theoretical outline , La  and Policy 9, I98 , pp. 355-86. 6 Joanna Spear, The emergence of a uropean strategic personality  and the implications for the 
transatlantic relationship , Arms Control Today 33: 9 Nov. 2003, pp. 13-I8. 

 Caroline . iem e, The national myth and strategic personality of Iran: a counterproliferation 
perspective , in Victor A. Utgoff, ed., The coming crisis: nuclear proliferation, US interests, and orld order 
(Cambridge, A: IT Press, 2000), pp. 88-9  Richard . Neustadt and rnest R. ay, Thin ing in 
time (Ne  or : ree Press, I986). 8 On the unconscious life of administrative elements, see o ell S. aum, The invisible bureaucracy: the 
unconscious in organisational problem-solving (Ne  or : O ford University Press, I98 ). 

9 Dan Reiter, Learning, realism, and alliances , World Politics 46: 4, July I994, pp. 490-526  Dan Reiter, 
Crucible of beliefs: learning, alliances and orld ars (Ithaca, N : Cornell University Press, I996)  uen 
oong hong, Analogies at ar: orea, unich, Dien ien Phu and the Vietnam decisions of 1965 (Princeton, 

NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992). 10 An interesting use of the concept that crosses the international-domestic divide is that of intelligence 
culture  see Philip . J. Davies, Intelligence culture and intelligence failure in ritain and the United 
States , Cambridge Revie  of International Affairs I : 3, Oct. 2004, pp. 495-519. 
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penalties for terrorist activities and improve civil-police cooperation  and third, 
appeasing options, ranging from accommodation to concession. 1 

The United States has evolved a sharply defined strategic culture. Its approach 
has been shaped by a belief in American e ceptionalism: namely, that its political 
and moral values are superior to those of the rest of the orld and ustify its 
position of leadership. This has given it a sense of mission in the orld and a 
confidence that its actions are in the broadest interests of humanity. 2 This self- 
belief has been allied to strategies that see  ays to leverage its vast material and 
technological po er. It has predisposed American policy-ma ers to ards a 
national security culture that privileges a military response. As a superpo er, 
the US sees the use of force as an important signal of resolve ithin the inter- 
national community. Its military gives the US a global reach and ensures that 
no targets are beyond its ability to stri e. Since 9/I I, increased American 
spending on defence (and especially defence research) relative to other ma or 
po ers has accentuated this emphasis. 

Although the United States has been involved in counterterrorism since the 
mid-I96os, it as only after the Iran hostage crisis of 19 9 that this sub ect 
featured regularly on the presidential agenda. The US has consistently displayed 
an underdeveloped and some hat t o-dimensional counterterrorism culture. 
In part this is because counterterrorism has been seen as an unattractive political 
issue. In the White ouse there as a fear of encouraging public e pectations 
that could not be fulfilled and a tendency to ards blame-avoidance. ean- 

hile, the US intelligence community as narro ly focused on the Cold War, 
playing to its strengths in technical collection and relying on allied e pertise for 
coverage in areas deemed less important. Terrorism as fre uently perceived as 
something sponsored by the Soviet bloc and as regarded as a minor 
subdivision of the real problem . I 3 

American counterterrorist operations have been adversely affected by a diet 
and binge  approach to covert action and aggressive human intelligence collec- 
tion. After the largess of the first three decades of the Cold War, covert action 
became mired in the foreign policy struggles bet een Congress and the White 
ouse during the I9 0s. Special activities ere shac led under President Carter 

and covert action appeared to be a dying art form. The Reagan era heralded 
the unleashing of the CIA , only for it to become bogged do n once again in 

 Neil C. Livingstone, Proactive responses to terrorism: reprisals, preemption and retribution , in C. W. 
egley, ed., International terrorism: characteristics, causes, controls (Ne  or : St artin s Press, 1990), pp. 219- 

2  rant Wardla , Political terrorism: theory, tactics and countermeasures (Ne  or : Cambridge University 
Press, I982), pp. 12I- . 

12 On the confluence of American idealism and national interest, see Christopher Thorne, American 
political culture and the end of the Cold War , Journal of American Studies 26: 4, Dec. 1992, pp. 316-30. 
On recent lineages of e ceptionalism, see David Dunn, yths, motivations and misunderestimations : 
the ush administration and Ira , International Affairs 9: 2, arch 2003, pp. 2 9-9 . 

13 The best summation of American approaches in recent decades is Timothy Naftali, lind spot: the secret 
history of American counterterrorism (Ne  or : asic oo s, 2005). The idea of connections bet een the 
Soviet Union and state-sponsored terrorism as strongly promoted by Claire Sterling s boo , The terror 
net or : the secret ar of international terrorism (Ne  or : olt, Rinehart  Winston, I981), but the 
thesis is no  regarded ith some scepticism. 
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the Iran-Contra fiasco of I986.I4 During the late I9805 covert action as 
rehabilitated partially by success in combating the Soviet presence in Afghanistan, 
only to e perience another do nturn after the end of the Cold War. A ris - 
averse culture in the CIA as reinforced by a decision in the mid-I99os to 
drop agents ho ere either unsavoury  or politically ris y.5 Inevitably, 9/I I 

signalled a further s ing of the pendulum. 6 
The US e perience of terrorism has been confined principally to its presence 

overseas. Attac s upon its armed forces have been fre uent and occasionally 
devastating-for e ample, the loss of 241 US arines in eirut in I983. et it 

as not until the attac  on the World Trade Center in 1993 and the federal 
building in O lahoma City in I995 that the US e perienced serious terrorism 

ithin its o n shores. This absence of a si eable domestic threat resulted in 
domestic counterterror capacity being allo ed to languish: there as a feeling 
that the country as invulnerable. This misperception as cruelly e posed by 
the attac s of 9/ I . The intensity of the US reaction to 9/ I as a reflection of 
the enormous loss of life inflicted and gave the US the political ill to use force 
more readily on the international stage. Although the United States has long 
been perceived as trigger happy , in reality, prior to 9/I I, all presidents-even 
Ronald Reagan-have agoni ed before ta ing action in the realm of counter- 
terrorism.1  After 2001 the constraints that had hitherto made America a reluc- 
tant sheriff ere stripped a ay and replaced by a ne  predisposition to ards 
pre-emptive action.8 

US strategic culture has also led to international terrorism being lin ed to a 
ne us of other threats. America s sense of its global responsibilities has meant 
that it has long been concerned ith the proliferation of eapons of mass 
destruction and states that re ect the prevailing order. ven prior to 9/II, the 
Clinton administration as arning of the potential lin ages bet een inter- 
national terrorist groups and states of concern .19 It as clear that this inter- 
action as regarded by some as the foremost threat to American security. Once 

14 Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones, The CIA and American democracy, 3rd edn (Ne  aven, CT: ale University 
Press, 2003), p. 22 . 

15 Revelations about Central America had resulted in a scrub order  hich re uired high-level and 
some hat laborious approval for the CIA recruitment of agents ith an unsavoury past, typically ith 
strong terrorist connections or associations ith human rights violations. The rise of a play it safe  
culture during the I99os is documented in Robert aer s See no evil: the true story of a ground soldier in the 
CIA s ar on terrorism (Ne  or : Cro n, 2002). See also Paul Pillar, Terrorism and US foreign policy 
(Washington DC: roo ings, 200I). 

I6 Although Richard Clar e, America s Counter Terrorism Coordinator in the I990s, has contrasted the 
seriousness ith hich the Clinton administration treated the threat from international terrorism ith 
the lo er priority attached to it by the ush administration prior to 9/I I, there are also underlying 
continuities. See Richard A. Clar e, Against all enemies: inside America s ar on terror (Ne  or : ree 
Press, 2004). 

1  This some hat counterintuitive observation is persuasively argued in Naftali, lind spot, pp. I I -65. 
,8 See in particular the I99os criti ue of America s reluctance to intervene penned by Richard aas, The 

reluctant sheriff (Washington DC: roo ings, I994). aas, no  President of the Council on oreign 
Relations, has recently rethought his position in the light of Ira  and no  advocates caution in The 
opportunity (Washington DC: Public Affairs Press, 2005). 

9 President ill Clinton, Speech to the United Nations eneral Assembly, Ne  or , 24 Sept. I996. 
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again, military po er as perceived to be the principal instrument by hich to 
address these challenges. 

A uropean strategic culture, on the other hand, is more elusive. The most 
obvious reason for this is that urope comprises a mi  of nations, each ith its 
o n particular history. Although they all no  share important attributes- 
liberal democratic polities, mar et economies and adherence to the rule of 
la -they have diverged in their e periences of terrorism. any countries, 
such as rance, Spain and the U , have contended ith significant domestic 
terrorist movements, hile others, such as the Netherlands and elgium, have 
been spared a ma or domestic threat. Some uropean countries have more 
historical associations ith counterinsurgency and terrorism in an end-of- 
empire  conte t, but again these e periences differ from one another. ore- 
over, the fact that terrorism as usually a national problem meant that it rarely 
resulted in sustained cooperation bet een uropean states. Individual uropean 
states possessed sophisticated internal security systems for combating terrorism 
and there as often significant bilateral intelligence e change, but compara- 
tively little effort as invested in trying to build interstate structures. 

Another factor is that attempts to galvani e a coherent uropean identity in 
foreign and security affairs have only recently met ith success. It as not until 
the Treaty on uropean Union, ratified in November 1993, that a foreign and 
security policy, as ell as an internal security policy, became an avo ed goal of 
the U. et the challenge of terrorism has suited the U s particular attributes. 
Its pre-e isting role in the internal security of its member states and its activities 
in the field of ustice and home affairs ensured that the U ould be the 
mechanism chosen for regional counterterrorism.20 Since 9/I there has been 
momentum to build a more robust system of international cooperation. 

Not ithstanding these complications, elements of a uropean style, focused 
on regulatory responses and the udiciary, may be said to have emerged during 
efforts against aader- einhof and the Red rigades in the 19 0os and I98os. 
This as a hallmar  of rench responses to Islamist e tremism during the I98os 
and 1990s.21 ven the U , hich engaged in a long military campaign against 
the Provisional IRA, gradually allocated more responsibility for counterterrorism 
to civilian agencies. The repeated assertions by i s de Vries, the U s 
counterterrorism coordinator, that uro ust and uropol have a leading role in 
the U s counterterrorist effort underline this uropean regulatory approach 

ith its focus on civil agencies.22 The regulatory response has suited current 
uropean needs remar ably ell because of its strong domestic dimension. 

20 The e tensive cooperation among the ritish, Dutch and erman security services against IRA 
activities in continental urope during the I98os is an e ample of this previous pattern. 

21 rench efforts have placed particular emphasis upon magistrates and their close cooperation ith the 
intelligence services  see Jeremy Shapiro and enedicte Su an, The rench e perience of counter- 
terrorism , Survival 45: I, Spring 2003, pp. 6 -98. 

22 In e plaimning the action ta ing by the U, de Vries has chosen to emphasi e initiatives in criminal ustice. 
See speech by i s de Vries, uropean Coordinator for Counterterrorism, uropean strategy in the fight 
against terrorism and co-operation ith the United States , given at CSIS, Washington DC, 13 ay 2004, 
at http://ue.eu.int/uedocs/cmsUpload/CSIS Washington. 3 ay 2004.pdf, accessed 3 ay 2005. 
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The 9/I attac s brought home to urope its o n vulnerability. Not only 
ere many of the perpetrators of the attac s formerly resident in urope, but 

concentrations of uslim populations in estern urope far e ceed those in the 
US. or e ample, the Netherlands is home to one million uslims, the U  to 
one and a half million, ermany to ust over four million and rance some si  
million.23 While the vast ma ority of those citi ens are la -abiding, the July 
2005 bombings in London demonstrated that small poc ets of second- 
generation resident uslims can be on over to the cause of e tremism and 
the practice of suicide bombing. 

Assessing the nature of the ne  terrorism  

Strategic cultures, and indeed cultures of counterterrorism, are to some degree 
historically determined and represent significant elements of continuity in a 
realm of change. e  things underline this better than the different ays in 

hich the United States and urope have conceived of the ne  terrorism . 
One of the traits historically associated ith American strategic culture has been a 
tendency to assert the importance of ne  developments that brea  ith the 
past. In the 199os this as most clearly illustrated by the Revolution in ilitary 
Affairs (R A) debate. After 9/I I the assertions of a strategic revolution  ere 
uic ly transferred to the field of terrorism. Al- aeda as deemed to be an 

e ample of a ne  terrorism -perhaps even a catastrophic terrorism -that 
confounded the old lessons about this seemingly ell-understood phenomenon. 
Indeed, more recently, commentators in both the United States and urope 
have begun to spea  of a ne  Al- aeda  that is different yet again from the 
ne  terrorism  of 9/I I.24 

The most plausible assertions about the emergence of a ne  terrorism  ere 
made in the mid-i99os by ruce offman, a senior analyst ith RAND. 
offman argued that terrorism as changing, ith ne  adversaries, ne  

motivations, and ne  methods  hich challenged many of our most funda- 
mental assumptions about terrorists and ho  they operate. offman noted that 

hile instances of attac s ere going do n, casualties ere going up. e 
e plained this in terms of a ne  religious terrorism hich defied the old dictum 
that the terrorist anted only a fe  people dead, but many people atching. 
No , it appeared, illing as no longer an ugly form of political communica- 
tion, or a form of bargaining ith violence  instead, it as becoming a religious 
duty. In other ords, the ne  terror as more apolitical and casualties ere 
themselves the ob ective. This con ured up an alarming orld ithout restraint, 
replacing the realist orld of bargains, deterrence and rational behaviour, 
offering the prospect of terrorists ho might see  to use W D if they could 

23 Oliver Roy, urolslam: the ihad ithin , National Interest 1, Spring 2003. 
24 The references to ne ness  are innumerable. See e.g. ush s comments on the ne  and changing 

threat  and the ne  and very comple  challenge  in his fore ord to National Strategy for omeland 
Security , Office of omeland Security, July 2002, at http:// . hitehouse.gov/homeland/boo / 
nat strat hls.pdf, accessed I 5 June 2005. 
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obtain access to them. It also implied that militant Islam might attac  the 
developed states of the West, not because of hat estern countries ere 
doing in the iddle ast, but simply because of hat it as. The catastrophic 
events of 9/I I seemed to herald such an era and offered an obvious rationale 
for a hard-nosed military response.25 

There is no  some disagreement about the ne ness of the ne  terrorism , 
and, four years after 9/I I, the picture stands in need of reassessment. On the 
one hand, the rise of religious terrorism generally since the early I990s, and of 
terrorism by Islamist groups in particular, is undeniable. This development as 
fuelled by the e odus of a uarter of a million trained and radicali ed mu ahedin 
from South Asia at the end of the ar against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. 
They headed for their home countries, from the ahgreb to Indonesia, or for 
ne  conflicts in Chechnya or osnia. Their organi ation is more fissiparous 
than that of the old terrorism, an ideological community rather than a fi ed 
hierarchy. Al- aeda has tended to invest sporadic training and e pertise in 
particular groups, rather than directing them. or many radical Islamist groups, 
Osama bin Laden is an icon rather than a leader.26 

On the other hand, important elements of the old terrorism remain. Since 
9/II, many terrorist attac s have been smaller and have been targeted on 
members of the coalitions fighting in Afghanistan and Ira . Indeed, the over- 

helming balance of effort by radicali ed groups since 2003 has been to 
provide volunteer foreign fighters for the conflict in Ira . The much-heralded 
use of W D by terrorists has not materiali ed. Increasingly it appears that Al- 
aeda and its affiliates see themselves less as terrorists and more as a global 

insurgency ith certain ob ectives. They may lac  an e plicit list of political 
desiderata, but they are aging an effective ar of political communication, 
most obviously via the internet.2  

uropeans have been more sceptical of the idea of ne  terrorism , suggesting 
instead that the rise of Islamist terrorism remains rooted in some old political 
and economic problems. It has suited uropean attitudes to interpret this 
phenomenon more in terms of a reaction to specific policies and military 
deployments than as a general anathemati ing of the West. i s de Vries has 
pointed specifically to lac  of progress on the iddle ast peace process and in 
Ira  as ey factors in terrorist recruitment.28 Others have been inclined to tal  

25 ruce offman, Inside terrorism (Ne  or : Columbia University Press  London: Victor ollanc , 
I998). See also Ian 0. Lesser, ruce offian, John Ar uilla, David . Ronfeldt, ichele anini and 
rian ichael Jen ins, Countering the ne  terrorism (Washington DC: RAND, I999). 

26 ruce offman has used the persuasive analogy of a capital investment company. Others have tal ed of 
franchises. See ruce offman, The leadership secrets of Osama in Ladin: the terrorist as C O , 
Atlantic onthly, April 2002, pp. 26- . 

2  The first to engage ith the ne ness  problem as Thomas Copeland in his timely essay Is the ne  
terrorism  really ne ? An analysis of the ne  paradigm for terrorism , Journal of Conflict Studies I I: 2, 
all 2001, pp. 2-2 . On the ider issue of ne  threats and old lessons, see C. . Andre , Intelligence 

analysis needs to loo  bac ards before loo ing for ard: hy lessons of the past can help fight terror of 
the future , istory and Policy, June 2004  Robert Jervis, An interim assessment of September I I: hat 
has changed and hat has not? , Political Science uarterly I I : I, 2002, pp. 3 -54. 28 Intervie  ith i s de Vries on terrorism, Islam and democracy , 6 Sept. 2005, at uroactiv.com http:/ 
/ .euractiv.com/Article?tcmuri tcm:29-136245-I6 type  Intervie , accessed 12 Sept. 2005. 
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about a situation in hich there is not so much a ne  terrorism, but a ne  and 
more globali ed environment-in relation to communications, ideologies and 
capacity for violence- hich presents our enemies ith enhanced opportuni- 
ties. Ne ness may be more about conte t, specifically the ability of social and 
religious movements to e ploit opportunities provided by globali ation. In 
other ords, developed states have encouraged a porous orld in hich net- 

or s move elegantly, but states move clumsily. The internet as the net or  
of the net or s  is a good e ample of this.29 

Certainly, the ne  terrorism  of 200I does not loo  uite so innovative in 
retrospect. There are li ely to be fe  further 9/I is, but sadly more attac s 
similar to those on ali, adrid and London. Politicians on both sides of the 
Atlantic have been uic  to sei e on the rhetoric of ne  terrorism  because it 
mobili ed elected assemblies, delivering enhanced budgets and robust pac ages 
of security legislation. o ever, it has also provided a convenient e cuse to 
forget a ard lessons e pensively learned in past decades. uropeans have 
argued that, in the rush to address the ne  terrorism , the United States in 
particular has neglected some of the basic conventions governing the related 
fields of counterterrorism, counterinsurgency and intelligence. These concern 
the primacy of political arfare and minimum force, a doctrine that is greatly 
enhanced by good human intelligence. istory, in almost any decade, underlines 
that fe  lo -intensity conflicts have been successfully resolved by a predomin- 
antly military approach, and never by applying large-scale formal military po er. 

Contrasting counterterrorism cultures after 9/1 1 

The different strategic cultures of the US and urope have resulted in con- 
tending approaches to combating terrorism. In the realm of e ternal security, 
the most stri ing difference has been in illingness to use force. As part of its 
integrated plan for countering terrorism, founded on the National Strategy for 
Combating Terrorism, the US has accorded priority to its military and intelli- 
gence assets. The e perience of 9/I galvani ed the US into a illingness to 
use its military po er pre-emptively against a range of threats, in particular 
alleged state sponsors of terrorism and W D. 

In this area the Pentagon has been in the driving seat of policy e ecution. 
The military leads the ar on terror  not only because of the ar in Ira  and 
continuing operations in Afghanistan, but also because of the ider pattern of 
counterterror operations else here. Special forces have increasingly been deployed 
in a military role and are no  more the preserve of the Pentagon than of the 
CIA.30 They are assisting in the retraining of local security forces in do ens of 
countries, ith large contingents in D ibouti and the former Soviet Republic 

29 This thesis is most clearly e plored in Roger Scruton, The West and the rest: globali ation and the terrorist 
threat (London: Continuum, 2002). 

30 The Pentagon boasts a ide variety of special forces, hile the CIA also has its o n soldiers in the form 
of the Special Activities Division (SAD). They operate differently. 
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of eorgia. A vast military deployment in Colombia is also increasingly ustified 
on the grounds of counterterrorism rather than counternarcotics. Training 
operations are under ay in do ens of other countries. ost recently, in North 
Africa a stream of ne ly arrived advisers are see ing to upgrade the capabilities 
of local forces. Underpinning all this activity is a substantial development of 
overseas bases to allo  the greater pro ection of force.3 

uropean governments have tended to assert that military force is a blunt 
instrument in the face of the elusive and disparate targets presented by an increas- 
ingly transnational terrorism. urope has been more circumspect than the US 
in identifying a ne us bet een states of concern, W D and international 
terrorism. This as the core of the difference bet een the ush administration 
and rance and ermany over the ar in Ira . The US alleged a lin  bet een 
Al- aeda and Saddam ussein, and further alleged that the threat from Ira s 
attempt to develop W D as imminent. Paris and erlin ere unconvinced 
by the evidence and argued that the International Atomic nergy Agency 
inspectors should be granted a longer period to do their or . They ere 
ustifiably suspicious that American pressure for military action against Ira  o ed 
more to its desire to remove a regime that Washington had long regarded as 
destabili ing in the region. The cost, ho ever, as an iciness in transatlantic 
relations that has not been easy to tha . As the US position in Ira  has deterior- 
ated, rance and ermany have barely contained their schadenfreude over the 
deepening uagmire. 

Sections of American elite opinion have vie ed the uropean reluctance to 
resort to force as a reflection of the structural disparity in po er bet een the 
transatlantic allies. They have seen this as consistent ith the past predilection 
of urope to rely on the United States to ta e care of global threats, such as 
nuclear proliferation. Neo-conservative critics in Washington have argued that 
the uropeans choose to ignore threats because of their relative military ea - 
ness. In the ords of agan, The incapacity to respond to threats leads not 
only to tolerance. It can also lead to denial. 32 

The significance accorded to multilateralism is the second ma or transatlantic 
difference. urope s e perience of overcoming its o n internal rivalries has led 
it to pursue policies based upon building consensus and adhering to the rule of 
la . This leads it to demonstrate the legitimacy of its actions by or ing for the 
broadest degree of international support. It as the perception of uropean 
opponents to the ar that America had abandoned these principles hen it 
attac ed Ira . That is not to say that urope has al ays opposed the use of 
force. If an action has appeared to be proportionate to the aggression and if it is 
in accordance ith Article I of the UN Charter on self-defence, then urope 
has been illing to support the use of coercive means. or e ample, there as 
universal support in urope for the actions the US too  against the Taleban 

3  Ann Scott Tyson, US pushes anti-terrorism in Africa , Washington Post, 25 July 2005. 
32 Robert agan, Paradise and po er: America and urope in the Ne  World Order (London: Atlantic oo s, 

2003). 
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regime in Afghanistan in 200I. The only uropean criticism as that the US 
did not dra  on the military forces uropean states had offered for the operation 
and thereby limited the breadth of the coalition that toppled the regime. 

In contrast, the US has become fearful of being constrained by the veto- 
po er of allies. It has come to uestion the relevance of organi ations such as 
NATO in the face of radically ne  threats that have emerged since the end of 
the Cold War. The ush administration has e pressed its preference for the 
informality of illing coalitions  over recourse to structured alliances in 
tac ling crises. The administration has been selective about its international 
partners and openly critical about the value of the United Nations. 

The third difference has been uropean advocacy of long-term strategies 
aimed at conflict prevention. Overseas aid and poverty reduction have come to 
be perceived as instruments by hich some of the underlying causes of terror- 
ism may be removed and some of the factors that lead to the radicali ation of 
politics alleviated. This is also a sphere in hich the U can ield significant 
strength: it no  disburses appro imately 55 per cent of the orld s official 
development assistance.33 In post-conflict situations, the uropeans have been 

illing to provide troops for protracted peacebuilding pro ects, such as the 
International Security Assistance orce (ISA ) in Afghanistan, and they have 
provided the lion s share of resources to rebuild functioning societies. The US, 
for its part, has tended to be more sceptical about the value of foreign policy as 
social or .34 The US, and particularly the Pentagon, has been ary of tying 
do n large numbers of US troops in peace eeping and post-conflict situations. 
The rapid dra do n of the US military presence in Afghanistan after 200I is 
testament to this thin ing. 

Consistent ith their reluctance to sanction the use of force, uropeans 
have preferred to offer states accused of supporting terrorism positive incentives 
to reform their behaviour. Trade, diplomacy and cultural contacts have been 
vie ed as more li ely instruments than the threatened use of force to modify 
the errant behaviour of governments in countries such as Libya, Iran and Syria 
during the I990s. Individual uropean states, as ell as the U itself, pursued 
regular interaction in the name of a critical dialogue . In the case of dealings 

ith President adhafi and the government in Libya, urope could point to 
real achievements in the relationship.35 In 2004 Libya announced that it as 
suspending its attempts to ac uire W D and as establishing a compensation 
fund for the families of the Loc erbie victims, in return for the suspension of 
economic sanctions. 

A less favourable outcome has been forthcoming in relation to Iran. Three 
uropean countries-the U , rance and ermany ( 3 )-have offered trade 

33 uropean Commission ebsite, http://europa.eu.int/comm/echo/inde -en.htm, accessed I2 ay 2005. 
34 ichael andelbaum, oreign policy as social or , oreign Affairs 5: i, Jan.- eb. I996, pp. 0-85. 
35 The initial dialogue ith Libya over W D as developed by the overseas intelligence services of the 

U  and Libya  see Julian Coman and Colin ro n, Revealed: the real reason for Libya s W D 
surrender , Daily Telegraph, 21 Dec. 2003. 
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benefits and possible admission to the World Trade Organi ation in return for 
an Iranian commitment to abandon its alleged programme to develop nuclear 

eapons. Iran has appeared to spurn the opportunities presented to it by the 
3, thereby increasing the ris  that the case ill be referred to the UN Security 

Council. The White ouse has been persistent in its public sabre-rattling 
to ards Tehran.36 o ever, in August 2005 it as revealed that a ma or US 
intelligence revie  had concluded that Iran as appro imately a decade a ay 
from manufacturing the ey ingredient for a nuclear eapon. This is t ice the 
previous estimate, hich had suggested that point might be reached in five 
years. The sum of assessments by more than a do en US intelligence agencies 
directly contradicts the dramatic statements by the White ouse and under- 
lines scope for diplomacy ith Iran over its nuclear ambitions.3  

Internal security has also revealed some remar able contrasts bet een urope 
and America. oth sides of the Atlantic believe in the importance of combating 
terrorism through cooperation in la  enforcement, udicial process and intelli- 
gence. uropeans place more emphasis on these instruments because they do 
not accord the military instrument the prominence it is given by Americans. 
uropeans are also predisposed to ards eighing the balance that is struc  

bet een more stringent security measures against terrorism and the penalties 
thereby incurred in terms of human rights. They are more ary about investing 
la  enforcement personnel ith po ers that could damage the core values of 
their societies.38 

Nevertheless, the effort of the US in homeland security since 9/I I should 
not be underestimated.39 The National Strategy for omeland Security has 
sought to construct a layered defence system. Overseas, the US has relied upon 
its I legal attaches or ing in embassies, and customs officials deployed in 
uropean ports, monitoring cargo destined for America. The ne t security 

circle concerns entry into US territory by foreigners  here the US has enhanced 
the security of airlines, introduced biometric identifiers into travel documents, 
reappraised its visa aiver programmes and tightened its borders. Since 
November 2002 the various agencies responsible for US domestic security have 
been amalgamated into the Department of omeland Security, the largest 
reorgani ation of the federal government since I94 . America s last line of 
defence has focused on promoting cooperation among its plethora of police 
and intelligence agencies, the capacity of its emergency response systems and 

36 This as accompanied by private e plorations of options. In 2002, ush s deputy National Security 
Adviser had commissioned a paper hich loo ed at options for regime change in Iran, citing W D 
issue as the driver. 

3  Dafna Lin er, Revie  finds Iran far from nuclear bomb: estimate of progress contrasts ith 
administration statements , Washington Post, 2 Aug. 2005. 

38 On the issue of values, see Ale  Danchev, o  strong are shared values in the transatlantic relationship? , 
ritish Journal of Politics and International Relations : 3, Aug. 2005, pp. 429-36. 

39 The DoD has absorbed about half of all emergency funding since 9/ i : Center for Defense Information, 
Security after 9/II: strategy choices and budget tradeoffsi Jan. 2003 , pp. io-i, at http:// .cdi.org/ 
mrp/security-after-91 I.pdf, accessed 3 April 2005. 
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the enhanced security of critical infrastructure such as po er plants and 
refineries. o ever, the main focus has been upon strengthening borders, ith 
less emphasis on capabilities for dealing ith domestic events.40 

As for urope, steps have been ta en since 2001 to address some of its 
vulnerabilities to terrorist activity. Several U member states have drafted ne  
legislation to prosecute terrorist activities and afforded greater operational 
po ers to their police forces  information has been circulated more freely among 
intelligence services  ne  policies to target fundraising have been underta en  
and there has been a tightening of border controls. A common definition of 
terrorism, hich had hitherto eluded agreement, as reached in draft form in 
December 2001 and entered into force in June 2002. As ell as defining the 
types of crimes that comprise terrorism, it also determined stiff penalties to be 
imposed for terrorist offences.41 urthermore, efforts to speed up the process of 
continent- ide e tradition ere achieved ith the signing of a uropean 
Arrest Warrant ( AW). This designated 32 offences, including terrorism, punish- 
able by a prison sentence of at least three years  duration, on hich an arrest 

arrant could be invo ed in one country and then carried out in the territory 
of another member. 

In spite of the greater resources and attention devoted to it over the last four 
years, ea nesses in urope s internal security have persisted. irst, the priority 
attached to counterterrorism varies among U states. While countries such as 
Spain, the U , rance and ermany have made strenuous efforts to address the 
ne  challenges, other countries have lagged behind because they do not perceive 
an imminent threat to themselves. This is reflected in the second factor, namely 
the reluctance of some countries to implement agreements that have been made. 
While all states have ratification processes that have to be respected, some 
countries have made little effort to draft domestic legislation to bring U- ide 
conventions into effect. or e ample, in the case of a frame or  decision on 
the free ing of terrorist assets, the measure as agreed in arch 2002, but as 
late as mid-2004 there ere still states that had not enacted its provisions. 
Third, the uropean Commission still struggles to coordinate counterterrorism 
measures bet een the member states and the level of the Union. The U has 
no internal security structure ith the e uivalent remit of the US Department 
of omeland Security. 

Convergence or divergence in transatlantic counterterrorism? 

What are the prospects for transatlantic convergence on counterterrorism? The 
practical business of everyday internal security cooperation and oint intelligence 

40 urricane atrina has confirmed hat many commentators have feared, namely that American 
domestic agencies remain ill-coordinated and, four years after 9/I I, the United States is still not capable 
of dealing effectively ith a mass-casualty event. 

41 Leading a terrorist group as liable to a sentence of at least I 5 years, hile financing its operations as 
liable to a punishment of at least 8 years. There are close parallels ith the Italian deep-free e  approach 
of long sentences for terrorism, adopted in the late I9 0s. 
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operations has continued in spite of transatlantic political storms.42 oreover, 
there has been no simple split of America versus urope: the U , Italy, Spain 
and the Netherlands all deployed troops to Ira . et longer-term tensions 
across the Atlantic have remained undiminished. The absence of W D in Ira  
confirmed suspicions that American e planations of the ar ere a smo e- 
screen, and the e posure of prisoner treatment at uantanamo ay and Abu 

hraib prisons appeared to confirm the orst fears about its actions. At the 
same time, tensions over Iran have every prospect of escalating as Tehran see s 
to play off uropean and American positions. 

Contrasting cultures have also thro n up persistent difficulties in both the 
internal and e ternal security domains. irst, America and urope differ over 
issues such as the use of electronic surveillance. The recent decision by the US 
government to end the separation bet een information obtained by the la  
enforcement and by the intelligence communities could prove to be a serious 
obstacle to cooperation, possibly undermining a prosecution in a uropean court 
if it could be sho n that the information on hich it as based as inadmiss- 
ible. Second, the US has e pressed e asperation ith the length of time it ta es 
to obtain udicial cooperation ith uropean countries. Third, there has been 
tension over sharing intelligence. The uropeans have been alarmed by hat 
they perceive to be inade uate American attention to issues of data protection. 
This resulted in lengthy negotiations bet een the US and the uropean police 
office ( uropol) before personal data could be transferred. The media have been 
a factor here, ith uropean security agencies fearing lea s of operationally 
sensitive information to the American press. 

edia attention has also heightened uropean an ieties about the trouble- 
some issue of e traordinary rendition . This focuses on the shado y issue of 
the American treatment of detainees ho have been moved to prisons in third 
countries, including Syria, Jordan and gypt. uman rights groups have 
asserted, ith considerable evidence, that e traordinary rendition , initially 
developed in the I98os to bring foreign terrorists to trial in the United States 
for crimes overseas, no  represents a system for outsourcing torture. It is 
increasingly clear that this is a substantial programme. In 2002 the Director of 
Central Intelligence, eorge Tenet, told Congress that even prior to 9/I I, 
some 0 people had undergone rendition. Congressman d ardJ. ar ey has 
suggested that since 9/ I the number is appro imately 1 50. Confirmation of this 
has come from une pected sources. On i6 ay 2005, gyptian Prime inister 
Ahmed Na if told a press conference that more than 60 suspects had been 
rendered to his country since September 2001.43 Cases such as that of enyam 

ohammed, a former London schoolboy accused of being a dedicated Al- 

42 See in particular the discussion of multinational Alliance ase  activities run out of Paris, described in 
Dana Priest, elp from rance in ey covert operations , Washington Post, 3 July 2005. 

43 eorge Tenet in 9/ I Commission hearing, transcript of 24 arch 2004 session  d ard J. ar ey, 
oston lobe, I2 arch 2005  Shaun Waterman, gypt: US hands over terror suspects , Washington 

Times, 1  ay 2005. 
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aeda terrorist, illustrate the problem. or t o years US authorities moved 
him bet een Pa istan, orocco and Afghanistan, after hich he as sent to 
uantanamo ay in the autumn of 2004.44 
These issues scare uropean intelligence and security officials because the 

practice runs contrary to their o n culture. Since the end of the Cold War, 
urope s clandestine agencies have undergone a uiet revolution. Legality and 

regulation have been at the centre of this, ith services being placed on the 
statute boo s and elements of the uropean Convention on uman Rights 
being ritten into their regulations.45 uropean services have embraced the 
ne  approach, hich has increased their legitimacy and allo ed them to 
develop a ider customer base and conduct more operations. Not only is the 
utility of these US renditions unclear, the uropean culture of public e pecta- 
tions is very different.46 As recently as July 2005, intelligence officials in 
Washington e pressed dismay that their ritish counterparts bloc ed their 
efforts to have a suspect, arron Rashid As at, sei ed in South Africa and 
moved to one of these undisclosed detention centres run by allied states, possibly 
gypt. London hesitated at the idea of an e traordinary rendition of a ritish 

citi en of Indian descent, someone ith a U  passport.4  
et despite these public indicators of continued trouble, privately there have 

been sustained efforts at transatlantic convergence. At the centre of this process 
is a substantial reshaping of American counterterrorism strategy. ven in 2003 it 

as obvious that, alongside the dominant military culture of American counter- 
terrorism, there as an alternative vie . This alternative vie  as propounded 
largely by officials in the CIA and the State Department ho emphasi ed poli- 
tical arfare, economic instruments, patient diplomacy and counterproliferation 
as an alternative to military intervention.48 There as a gro ing recognition 
that, hile the core terrorist groups may be impervious to political engage- 
ment, they dra  support from a ider ocean of anti- estern feeling through- 
out the iddle ast, and indeed uslim communities throughout the orld. 
Specific policies in the iddle ast ere thought to be a substantial part of the 
problem. There as perceived to be too much emphasis on Osama bin Laden 
and not enough on the ider hostility that as developing in the uslim 

orld to ards the US. y 2004 this alternative vie  had been given a higher 
profile by a number of vocal figures ho ere concerned about the lac  of 

44 Stephen rey and Ian Cobain, Suspect s tale of travel and torture: alleged bomb plotter claims t o and 
a half years of interrogation under US and U  supervision in ghost prisons  abroad , uardian, 2 Aug. 
2005. 

45 Jean-Paul rodeur, Peter ill and Dennis Tollborg, eds, Democracy, la , and security: internal security 
services in contemporary urope (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003). The process began as a urope- ide response 
to the Leander case brought by the uropean Court initially against the S edish security service. 

46 The matter has been complicated by arguments over the relative advantages of long-term observation of 
suspects versus capture and interrogation  see Jimmy urns, Stephen idler and Demetri Sevastopulo, 
Different approach to tac ling terrorism e posed , inancial Times, 12 July 2005. 

4  Philip Sher ell and Sean Rayment, ritain and American clash over tactics , Daily Telegraph, 31 July 2005. 
48 There ere many alternative vie s, even ithin the Pentagon, and no effort can be made to catalogue 

them here. o ever, they ere accentuated by an ieties in the State Department and CIA about the 
prominence of the Pentagon-often e pressed as the eight hundred pound gorilla problem . 
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progress in the global ar on terror . This included an anonymous  CIA 
officer, soon revealed as ichael Scheuer, ho as formerly head of the CIA s 
unit speciali ing on Al- aeda.49 In ebruary 2004 it as echoed by no other 
than eorge Tenet, in a statement given to the Senate Committee on Intelli- 
gence urging less focus on Al- aeda and more attention to the general gro th 
of e tremism.50 

In arch 2005 there as evidence that this alternative vie  as receiving 
official attention. The NSC s rances ragos To nsend and her deputy, Juan 
Carlos arate, began a ide-ranging policy revie . The arrival of Condolee a 
Rice at the State Department as central to this shift. Shortly after ards, Philip 
eli o , former 9/I Commission Staff Director and no  special adviser to 

Rice, as put in charge of a ten-member committee to reassess policy. Its 
meetings, hich began in June, have ta en it to London and Paris ith the 
support of the White ouse. Privately there have been admissions that this 
initiative o ed much to uropean influence.5  These moves have been com- 
plemented by a rene ed emphasis on public diplomacy at the State Depart- 
ment, under the leadership of aren ughes.52 

These changes reflect a disillusionment ith the ar in Ira  and fears about 
Afghanistan. The Pentagon has accepted that the insurgency in Ira  is gro ing 
more violent, resilient and sophisticated. conomic reconstruction has been 
slo ed, Arab diplomats have been targeted in aghdad and the prospect of an 
early dra do n of US forces has been slipping a ay. The last year has seen 
appro imately 500 suicide attac s.53 ilitary leaders are also an ious about the 

ar in Afghanistan. Although i I billion per annum is spent on eeping 22,000 
troops in the field, the shift of attention to Ira  allo ed the local insurgency a 
crucial breathing space. ean hile the 8 five-pillar reconstruction pro- 
gramme has stalled. ore broadly, the State Department s most recent statistics 
paint a gloomy picture, sho ing that across the orld there ere three times as 
many terrorist attac s in 2004 as in 2003.54 

A ma or overhaul of Pentagon strategy has been under ay over the past 
year, triggered by a gro ing appreciation of the diffuse nature of Islamic terror- 
ism. One e ample of this as a conference inJune 2005 at the Special Operations 
Command head uarters in Tampa, lorida. Special forces commanders and 
intelligence directors from the US and many of its allies ere gathered together 

49 Anonymous ichael Scheuer , Imperial hubris: hy the West is losing the ar on terror (Ne  or : 
rassey s, 2004). 

50 eorge Tenet, The orld ide threat 2004: challenges in changing global conte t , statement to the 
Senate Committee on Intelligence, 24 eb. 2004, .cia.com. 

5i uy Dinmore, US shifts anti-terror policy , inancial Times, 31 July 2005. Rice and eli o  have 
or ed closely together over a long period and in 199  co-authored a boo  on the final collapse of 

communism in urope. 
52 Susan . lasser, Revie  may shift terror policies , Washington Post, 29 ay 2005. 
53 Recently the Saudi government commissioned a study of Saudi foreign fighters ma ing their ay to 

Ira . It found that it as the invasion of Ira  that as prompting ihadists to volunteer, and most had 
not been in contact ith radical organi ations before 2003. See Patric  Cobum, Ira : this is no  an 
un innable conflict , Independent on Sunday, 24 July 2005. 

54 Susan . lasser, US figures sho  sharp global rise in terrorism , Washington Post, 2  April 2005. 
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to discuss the substance of the ne  counterterror strategy. The eynote address 
as given by eneral ryan D. ro n, ead of US Special Operations 

Command, ho said that there had been an unambiguous change in American 
thin ing and a recognition that e ill not triumph solely or even primarily 
through military might .55 ro n is an authoritative voice, given that the 
Pentagon has designated Special Operations Command the global synchron- 
i er  for its ne  strategy.56 Another e ample is that of eneral Richard . 

yers, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, ho since July 2005 has e pressed 
criticism of the idea that military instruments can offer the main solution in 
countering terrorism.5  e has instructed the Pentagon to oin the State Depart- 
ment in emphasi ing the ar of ideas . The Pentagon has announced the 
a ard of contracts amounting to 300 million to companies that ill or  to 
enhance its psychological operations.58 

ave there been corresponding changes in urope? Restored confidence in 
transatlantic approaches ill certainly re uire a change of attitude on both 
sides. In December 2003 the uropean Council published a uropean Security 
Strategy  ( SS) that attempted to concert policy among the U member states.59 
There as some evidence in the SS that U states have moved closer to 
American thin ing on security threats by ac no ledging that terrorist ac ui- 
sition of W D as a priority concern and that urope ould have to play a 
bigger part in addressing security challenges outside its region  that too often in 
the past uropean countries had left matters such as nuclear proliferation to the 
US. In the earliest draft of the paper reference as made to the possibility of 
military pre-emption, thereby narro ing the gap ith US thin ing, but in the 
final draft this as diluted to tal  of preventive engagement . urthermore, the 
SS remained edded to UN approval for military interventions, a position 
hich remained at odds ith that of the US. 
In 2004 and 2005 the US has sho n a ne  illingness to consult ith its 

uropean allies at an early stage of its policy process. The achievements made 
by the U in internal security have made them a more important partner for 
the US. In recognition of this, a ne  US- U forum entitled the igh Level 
Policy Dialogue on orders and Transport Security  has been created. This 
dra s together the US Departments of State, Justice and omeland Security 

ith the U Directorate eneral for Justice and ome Affairs and the uro- 
pean Commission. It is a concerted attempt to build transatlantic cooperation 
from an early stage through the sharing of ideas. 

55 Intervie  ith eneral ryan D. ro n, Special Operations Technology 3: 4,  June 2005. 
56 Robert o , WOT is history. No  for SAV , Ne  Statesman, 8 Aug. 2005. 
5  Alec Russell, Don t mention ar on terror, say ush aides , Daily Telegraph, 2  July 2005. 
58 Renae erle, Pentagon funds diplomatic effort: contracts aim to improve foreign opinion of United 

States , Washington Post, I I June 2005. 
59 Javier Solana, A secure urope in a better orld ( russels: Office of the igh Representative for C SP), at 

.ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms/Data/docs/pressdata/en/reports/ 6225.pdf, accessed 6 eb. 2004. 
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Conclusion 

Strategic culture remains the biggest challenge to transatlantic convergence on 
counterterrorism. Security doctrines are matters of fashion, but strategic culture 
is much more firmly embedded. In the spring and summer of 2005 there as 
clear evidence of ne  thin ing in Washington. et sceptics doubt hether the 
ne  strategy being prepared by the White ouse ould result in genuine 
convergence across the Atlantic. Policy and implementation are t o different 
things. ere again, history intert ines ith strategic culture and past e perience 
points the ay. As some of the most insightful US commentators on counter- 
insurgency have remar ed, one of the many ironies of America s long engage- 
ment ith lo -intensity conflict in Vietnam as that the high-level strategy 

as e emplary  ho ever, strategic concepts and or aday practice ere 
orlds apart. The civilian agencies did not ish to touch the dirty business of 

counterinsurgency and, on the ground, mid-level military commanders deter- 
minedly ignored pious e hortations about the value of social engagement. At 
the operational level, the army in Vietnam remained edded to high techno- 
logy and brute force.6? 

Some uropeans remain sceptical about hether the United States is capable 
of implementing the ne  strategy, because inetic activities have al ays 
tended to be America s instinctive first response. Officials in urope also note 
that the sort of information operations that no  seem to form the cutting edge 
of recent American thin ing have a nasty habit of bac firing if they are not 
done ell. The available linguists and regional e perts are already overstretched 
by the e panded intelligence effort and it is hard to see here the personnel 

ill come from for sophisticated political operations. In short, it is clear that the 
United States has changed its mind  but uropeans are unsure hether the 
United States is capable of, or indeed has the capacity for, a change of heart. 
There are also sceptics in Washington. e  believe that the White ouse can 
persuade the many agencies and departments to or  more closely together. 
The ne  strategies have been long in the ma ing, for the very reason that 
Washington has been unable to resolve a ard debates over hether Ira  is 
ma ing more terrorists and hether the United States needs to change its 
policy to ards the Palestinian-Israeli dispute. Some observe that resolving to 
sell e isting policies in the region better is an easier bureaucratic option than 
changing them.6I 

Loo ing to the future, the implementation of any ne  strategy ill be 
especially hard because some of the problems are no  so slippery that no one 
in America or urope really no s hat to do about them. The ne  problem 

60 ichael cClintoc , Instruments of statecraft: US guerrilla arfare, counterinsurgency, and counterterrorism, 
1940-199o (Ne  or : Pantheon, 1992). See also Larry . Cable, Conflict of myths: the development of 
American counterinsurgency doctrine and the Vietnam War (Ne  or : Ne  or  University Press, I986). 

6I Some diplomats fear that the ne  strategy may remove the State Department s control over foreign 
security programmes in favour of the Pentagon, hile the CIA orries about the Pentagon s interest in 
e panding its human intelligence capabilities. Intervie s, Washington DC, June 2005. 
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may not be a ne  global terrorism so much as the nature of globali ation itself. 
As early as ebruary 2003, eorge Tenet arned the Senate intelligence com- 
mittee that globali ation, hich had been the driving force behind the e pansion 
of the orld economy, had simultaneously become a serious threat to US 
security.62 The problem as not so much a ne  enemy, more a ne  medium. 
A globali ed orld favours insurgent groups and puts developed states at a 
disadvantage. The greatest challenge for both uropean and American strategic 
thin ing may be that a range of transnational threats are accelerated by 
globali ation. The uncomfortable truth is that, hile globali ation or s , it 

or s best for Al- aeda and its admirers.63 
Nevertheless, the U and the US must redouble their efforts to arrive at 

common perceptions of threats and responses in relation to countering inter- 
national terrorism. They are t o international actors that have a history of the 
closest cooperation, and only if they act together can this persistent and gro ing 
menace be addressed effectively. If they fail to or  together, if their strategic 
cultures cause them to continue to diverge, then the prospects for the West s 
ability to address one of the most important issues on its security agenda are 
blea . 

62 d ard Alden, lobalisation cited as threat to US security  , inancial Times, I I eb. 2003. 
63 artin Wolf, Why globali ation or s (Ne  aven, CT: ale University Press, 2004). 
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